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Identify your Primary Vice 

Identification of your primary (biggest or most problematic) vice is the first step in leading a more 

virtuous existence.  Generally, it is our primary vice that opens the door to the other, little vices 

we pick up along life’s journey.  The longer we ignore it, the more difficult it becomes to correct 

the problem areas of our lives.  And the more tag-a-long vices we will find clinging to our heels! 

Eliminating the primary vice is probably going to take a lot of work.  There’s much trial and error 

in your future as well as a good deal of falling off the wagon and then climbing back on and 

beginning again.  But don’t be discouraged!  If you can make headway in your battle against your 

primary vice – the other vices will be much easier to root out once the primary culprit has been 

dealt with.  We want to tackle the biggest problem first.  Think of it as ‘training’ – getting your 

virtue muscles in shape.  Like any training program, there’s going to be a big investment of time 

and effort.  But keep your eye on the prize.  Use your goal of ‘sainthood’ and final beatitude as 

motivators to keep on going when the journey gets rough. 

Look at the image of God within you that needs improvement.  
We are all created in the image and likeness of God. 

Then: Ask yourself a few probing questions: 

1. Do I think that I don’t sin?  Newsflash: We ALL sin!  This could be a big PRIDE problem indicator. 

2.  How often do I examine my conscience?  You should be doing it daily.  If this is a new practice 

for you, try weekly, and write down what you discern to keep track of problem areas and repeat 

offenses.  You can find a good and basic Examen HERE (Right Click for NEW TAB).  If you prefer 

listening and meditating while you do your Examen, here’s one on YouTube (Right Click for NEW 

TAB). 

3.  How often do I receive the sacraments of Reconciliation (confession) and Eucharist? 

4.  Who are my role models?  They should be good, upright, morally sound individuals. 

https://jesuits.org/Assets/Publications/File/The_Daily_Examen.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l6slVTINJE0
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5.  Are there sins that I seem to repeat over and over?  Big red flag here!  Repeated sins are bad 

habits and bad habits are vices! 

6. Do others tell me that I behave a certain way that is negative, yet I refuse to believe it or 

have excuses for it? 

6.  How happy am I – truly?  If you are honest with yourself, can you say that you are utterly, 

completely, freely, immeasurably content, at peace, and joyfully happy?  Probably not.  That sort 

of happiness is what we will experience when we reach the final destination of heaven.  In the 

meantime, we want to try to get as close as we can to that sort of feeling here on earth – but 

remember, it is only in God that we find that sort of joy.  Our eternal soul is only satisfied by what 

is eternally good.  The only eternal good is God.  Grow closer to God, improve the image of God 

within you, and you will get a foretaste of the joy that you were destined for in eternal life. 

These questions, and others like them, can really assist in pointing you in the direction of your 

primary vice.  Once you have a good idea of what vice needs to be addressed first, take a good 

look at it, understand it, and then start trying to practice the virtues that work against it. 


